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Abstract

Off-the-shelf learning-based video transmission techniques optimize itself towards
the linear-combination of several weighted metrics with mutual restriction rather
than deterministic requirements, which might finally generalize a strategy that
violates the original demand. To eliminate this concern, Zwei aims to utilize the
fundamental requirement to update the policy. Considering the given requirement
often fails to directly provide any gradients, we propose a novel deep learning-
based method which can effectively update the network via a binarized signal,
symboling which one is closer to the assigned requirement, between two trajectories
sampled from the same environment. To build Zwei, we have to develop video
transmission simulation environments, design adequate neural network models, and
invent training methods for dealing with different requirements on various video
transmission scenarios. As expected, trace-driven analysis over three representative
tasks shows that Zwei optimizes itself according to the assigned requirement
faithfully, and rivals or outperforms the best existing scheme.

1 Introduction

Thanks to the dynamic growth of video encoding technologies and basic Internet services [8], currently
we are living with the great help of video transmission services. For example, users often watch
interesting videos or live streaming from video content providers, such as Youtube and Kuaishou.
Also, they prefer communicating with each other via real-time video streaming rather than a phone
call. Technically, users require video streaming with high bitrate and less rebuffering time, while high
bitrate may increase the probabilities of the rebuffering event. Moreover, video content providers aim
to provide less stalling ratio video streaming services with lower costs, where it’s also necessary to
trade off the stalling ratio against the cost. The observations above are being left on the horns of a
classic dilemma: both qualities of experience and service are evaluated with contradicted metrics.
Hence, how to bridge the gap between the positive and negative factors?

Unfortunately, as much as the fundamental problem has already been published about two
decades [26], current approaches, either heuristics or learning-based methods, fall short of achieving
this goal. On the one hand, heuristic-based schemes often use existing models or specific domain
knowledge as the designing principle [15, 17, 22]. However, though most solutions are quite simple
and effective, they sometimes require careful tuning and will backfire under the circumstance that
violated with presumptions. To this end, heuristics like MPC [35] fail to perform well under all consid-
ered scenarios [21]. On the other hand, learning-based methods [13, 18] leverage deep reinforcement
learing (DRL) for training a neural network (NN) by interacting with the environments towards a
reward function without any presumptions, where the function is often defined as a linear-based equa-
tion with the combination of weighted sum metrics. Unsurprisingly, the learned policy outperforms
heuristics, with the improvements on the overall performance of more than 18% [5]. Nevertheless,
we empirically illustrate the weakness of existing learning-based approaches: an inaccurate reward
function may mislead the algorithm to generalize the bad strategies. But considering the diversity
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of real-world network environments, we can hardly present an accurate reward function that fits all
considered network conditions.

Taking a look from another perspective, we observe that the aforementioned problem can be written
as a deterministic goal or requirement [12]. E.g., the goal of the adaptive streaming algorithm is to
achieve lower rebuffering time first, and next, reaching higher bitrate [19]. It is pretty straightforward
that it can be easily understood and refined by others. To this end, we attempt to train the NN based
on the assigned requirement without reward engineering. Unfortunately, off-the-shelf learning-based
algorithms are unable to optimize the policy like this since it lacks the abilities to provide any
gradients information to guide the algorithm towards a better performance directly. Hence, we ask
if machine learning can help taming the complexity of video transmission services with the actual
requirement and especially, without reward engineering.

Inspired by this opportunity, we envision a learning-based approach called Zwei 1, which can be
viewed as a solution for tackling the video transmission dilemma. Unlike previously proposed
methods, Zwei trains the NN by answering one question: given two strategies collected from the
same environment, which one is closer to the actual demand? Following the answer to this question,
Zwei then marks the closer one as win and the other one as loss. Finally, Zwei will update the NN
via increasing the probabilities of the winning sample and reducing the possibilities of the failure
sample. Based on this thought, we further add NN-based baseline into Zwei to enhance its overall
performance.

In the rest of the paper, we attempt to evaluate the potential of Zwei using trace-driven analysis
of various representative video transmission scenarios. To achieve this, we build several faithful
video transmission simulators which can accurately replicate the environment via real-world network
dataset. Specifically, we validate Zwei on three different tasks, including client-to-server, server-to-
client, and client-to-client service. Note that each of them has individual requirements and challenges.
As expected, experimental results demonstrate the superiority of Zwei against existing state-of-the-art
approaches on all tasks. In particular, we find that Zwei perfectly follows the guidance of the given
requirement since it demonstrates two distinct stages during the training process.

Contributions: This paper makes three key contributions.

• We point out the shortcoming of learning-based schemes in video transmission tasks and
present the idea that update networks without reward engineering.

• We then propose a novel learning-based method Zwei to make the idea practical.
• Results illustrate that Zwei works perfectly well on all considered video transmission

scenarios.
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